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About our listeners

“The Surf Rocks”
The SURF “South Florida’s Finest Rock” creates a listening experience combining 4 decades of music, centered around the 90’s and early 2000’s
from the superstars of rock, both new and old, carving off the harder edge, the over-exposed classic rock and adding a careful selection of
current music. Core artists include familiar names and faces, platinum superstars such as U2, The Killers, Coldplay, Sheryl Crow, Twenty One
Pilots, Pearl Jam, Kings Of Leon, Eric Clapton, Third Eye Blind, Goo Goo Dolls, Train, No Doubt, Dave Mathews Band, Weezer, Green Day, Black
Keys, Foo Fighters, Tom Petty, Red Hot Chili Peppers, Imagine Dragons, Mumford & Sons and dozens of others who regularly fill stadiums across
the country and produce multi-format hits. 92.5FM/101.7FM The Surf offers both nostalgia and a connection with today’s music and superstar
artists; a powerful combination.
Employing the same “mile-wide-inch-deep” music strategy that has made stations like West Palm Beach WRMF a juggernaut in Adult
Contemporary, and applying it to Rock, the library feels wide to the core listener that is 35-54 years old. The audience leans male, but THE
SURF will draw as much as 45% females making it more mass appeal, more “PPM/cume friendly” and thus more stable than existing, male
driven Rock formats. A person in their early 30’s through mid-40’s will hear songs they loved when they were younger, when they were in
school. He or she won’t feel dated, though, but instead will feel current and connected to popular culture, because a careful selection of
today’s music is an integral part of the brand promise. It also addresses the issue of tight play lists that comes up, in some form, in absolutely
every discussion, review, newspaper article, TV news report or magazine story about terrestrial vs. satellite radio or streaming platforms like
Pandora or Spotify.

92.5FM/101.7FM The Surf is a wide, familiar playlist of one genre of music.

